Revealing Schematic Map Designs with Preservation of Relativity in Node Position and Segment Length in Existing Official Maps
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Abstract: Schematic maps have widely been used for representing transport networks. In the schematization process, preserving the relative position of nodes and the relative length of segments are considered highly important for constructing spatial cognition. Some researchers have regarded these as general principles of automated schematization. However, in-depth investigations into the conversion of these general principles into specific schematic network map designs are still lacking. This study aimed to empirically investigate how the two relative relations are preserved in existing manually produced schematic maps to better understand and interpret designer thinking. Official underground network maps of 32 cities were used in this study. The results revealed that (1) relative relations were largely preserved with a preservation ratio of approximately 80%, and the global preservation ratios of two relative relations were significantly higher than those of local preservation; (2) the preservation of relative position took priority over the preservation of relative length for the schematic maps with significant enlargement of dense regions; and (3) a reference object may be used for preserving relative relations, for example, the center region or major axis. The findings of this study will assist in developing and/or optimizing design rules for automated schematization while preserving relative relations.
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1. Introduction

For many map applications, precise spatial information is not of particular concern; however, visual clarity is of considerable interest. In such cases, map features are usually simplified because detailed information may result in visual overload and clutter. A schematic map is such an example, which is intentionally distorted and simplified to reduce the cognitive load but still provides qualitative descriptions of physical environments [1,2]. The London tube map, originally designed by Harry Beck in 1931 (Figure 1a), is a typical example of a schematic map. The original map is shown in Figure 1b. In recent decades, the automated generation of schematic maps has become an important research topic in the cartographic community, and many automated methods have been developed [3–18]. In these automated methods of schematic network maps, the available design rules are defined by following the designs utilized in the London tube map, including the preservation of topology, simplification of the shapes and directions of network lines, and enlargement of dense regions [19,20]. However, the generation of schematic maps has not
yet been completely codified in cartography, and their underlying design is highly complex [19,21]. Specifically, additional underlying design principles must be incorporated for the automated generation of schematic maps.


An important consideration in the design of a schematic representation is the simplification of shapes that lead to topographical distortion, which should be controlled to minimize misinterpretations in map cognition [22,23]. The relative relationships between map features play an important role in spatial cognition [24–27]. The relative positions of nodes and vertices have been considered in some schematization algorithms [28–31]. For map applications, the relative lengths of segments are crucial for effectively conveying route information and decision making [27,31,32], and most users assume that lengths on maps are actual distances that can be used to decide the path choice, even for underground train network maps [26,33]. Consequently, Li [34] indicated that keeping relativities in position and length intact is very desirable unless there is an absolute need to violate them and termed them as the “principle of relativity in position” and “principle of relativity in length.” In the current automated schematization methods that follow these two principles [9,11], the adopted design rules preserve the relative relations for all pairs of vertices or segments on a network map as much as possible.

However, if the design rule conflicts with other map designs that consider representation clarity and esthetics (e.g., greatly shrinking peripheral regions relative to the central region in the London tube map), preservation of all relative relations may not be reasonable. One reason may be that the degrees of importance of relative position and length are different for the cognition of maps [1]. In automated schematization methods, mathematical optimization models have been widely used in the current automated schematization of network maps, and the solution time of such an algorithm is affected by the number of constraints; that is, more constraints increase the model size, slowing down the solution time [35]. However, the constraint construction of relative relations for all pairs of nodes or segments in a network may result in many constraints, significantly reducing the computational efficiency of the automated schematization. Furthermore, the pairwise preservation manner may be intractable for a manually generated design, particularly for larger networks.

Wolff et al. [36] indicated that the available methods for automated schematization still lack awareness of the underlying structures, so automatically generated results were less pleasing than the available manually generated schematic maps. To understand the design process better, some studies have conducted experiments using existing manually
generated products. These studies aim to uncover the “underlying structures” while considering user preferences and wayfinding performance [37], simplification styles of lines [22], major axis design [38], color-coding [39], etc. The preservation of relative relations is critical for the understanding and cognition of schematic maps [25–27]. This study focused on experimental investigations on the preservation of relations in existing manually generated schematic maps. To the best of our knowledge, this study is a first. The preservation of relative relations is critical to the understanding and cognition of schematic maps used for the qualitative representation of the real environment. This study addresses this gap in the literature. In particular, we aimed to address the following questions:

1. How well are the relative relations preserved in existing official schematic maps?
2. Should there be a priority for preserving different relative relations?
3. To what extent are relative relations preserved in existing official schematic maps?

Our approach consists of (1) estimating the preservation ratios of relative relations in official schematic maps; (2) analyzing the preservation situations of different relative relations; and (3) discussing possible designs for preserving relative relations. Our research aims to shed light on human designers’ ideations by revealing schematic map designs that preserve relative relations. This knowledge will provide valuable guidance and assistance in developing and refining design rules for automated schematization of network maps. Ultimately, our findings will contribute to a deeper understanding of how to enhance the automated map design process while preserving crucial aspects of human-created designs.

2. Methods

2.1. Relative Relations in Network Map Schematization: Definitions

To determine the relative position, three types of reference frames exist: extrinsic, intrinsic, and deictic [40]. For an extrinsic reference system, the origin of the coordinate system is determined based on a reference object, and the orientation is determined by external factors. In an intrinsic reference system, the origin and orientation of the coordinate system are determined based on a reference object. A deictic reference system is constructed using a primary object, a reference object, and a point of view that determines the orientation of the system [41,42]. An extrinsic reference system is desirable to describe the relative position between two nodes on a network map because a node has no intrinsic orientation, and there is no particular point of view in general. Hence, an extrinsic reference system was used in this study. A two-dimensional (2D) coordinate system was applied to define the relative position between two nodes, which are the intersections of segments, as illustrated in Figure 2. In this reference system, the vertex \( V_i \) is set as the origin of the coordinate system, and the horizontal axis \( x \) and vertical axis \( y \) are considered reference lines that divide the regions into four zones. Normally, the horizontal direction is from west to east, and the vertical direction is from south to north on a map. Therefore, the vertex \( V_j \) lies in Zone 1. Preserving the relative position between \( V_i \) and \( V_j \) implies that the new location of the vertex \( V_j \) should still be in Zone 1 or on the positive axes of \( x \) and \( y \) after schematization.
According to the definition of relativity in length in schematization given by Li et al. [34], if segment $2,5$ is longer than segment $2,4$ on the original map (Figure 3a), then the length of segment $2,5$ should be longer than or equal to the length of segment $2,4$ after schematization to preserve the relative length. Figure 3b,c show the correct and incorrect preservations of the relative length of the two segments, respectively.

In practice, map users generally require detailed information about their nearby surrounding regions and an overview of remote regions [43,44]. In other words, the information detail requirements depend on the distance from a particular position to other map regions. Some previous studies [26,45–47] have considered distance relations among spatial objects in qualitative spatial representation and reasoning. This approach aims to provide more efficient and meaningful information, often described by qualitative levels such as near and far, or near, medium, and far.

In our study, we considered distance relations among nodes and segments to assess how changes in distance affect the preservation of relative position and length. By doing so, we aim to identify any potential differences in preservation based on distance.

Some studies have examined relative relations at different levels in schematic map design, involving global preservation for map layout [5,22] and local preservation for adjacent or connecting vertices and lines [28]. In practice, map users generally require detailed information about nearby regions while also seeking an overview of remote areas.
In other words, the information detail requirements depend on the distance from a particular position to other map regions. In qualitative spatial representation and reasoning, previous research [26] has considered distance relations among spatial objects to provide more efficient and meaningful information. These relations are typically described qualitatively, using two levels such as near and far, or three levels such as near, medium, and far [45]. In this study, we also consider distance relations among nodes and segments to explore how changes in distance may impact the preservation of relative position and length.

Our investigation focuses on three types of relative relations: relativity in positions for nodes, relativity in length for segments, and distance relations. To achieve local preservation situations for adjacent and connecting nodes and segments, we estimate preservation ratios within near and medium distances. Additionally, preservation ratios within the far distance allow us to achieve global preservation situations. For clarity, we define distances as follows:

1. The near distance of a node is defined as the maximum straight-line distance from that node to its adjacent nodes connected by a segment.
2. The middle vertex of a segment is used to represent the segment. The near distance of a segment is defined as the maximum straight-line distance from the middle vertex of the segment to the middle vertex of its connecting segments.
3. The far distance for a node is defined as the maximum value of the straight-line distance from the node to all other nodes in the network.
4. The far distance for a segment is defined as the maximum value of the straight-line distance from the middle vertex of the segment to the middle vertex of all segments in a network.
5. The medium distance is the mean value of the near and far distances.

Figure 4a,b show the three types of distances for node N1 and segment L. Considering a node and the middle vertex of a segment as the center point and the three distances (near, medium, and far) as the radius, three circular regions can be formed. This study defined the preservation of relations in the three regions as local, half, or global preservation. Hence, the relative relations can be classified into six classes: local:position, local:length, half:position, half:length, global:position, and global:length.

Figure 4. Three types of distance relations, (a) for a node; and (b) for a segment.
2.3. Relative Relations in Network Map Schematization: A Strategy

In the analysis experiments conducted in this study, the first step was to quantitatively estimate the preservation ratio of the relative relations for manually generated schematic maps widely used in practice, to verify whether relative relations have been subconsciously preserved by the designers. Before the quantitative estimation, the mathematical definitions of the relative relations in a network, including the relative positions of nodes and the relative length of segments, should be given. Considering that the information detail requirements depend on the distance from a particular position to other map regions, the distance relations among nodes and segments are considered in this study to determine whether there are differences in the preservation of relative position and length with changes in distance relations.

The total preservation of relative relations among all nodes and segments on a map may not be necessary for qualitative spatial representation, for example, in schematic representations of network maps [34]. In designing existing manually generated schematic maps, the compression of sparse and empty regions relative to the central dense region has been adopted as a design rule to improve map clarity, for example, in the London tube map. However, such map distortions may result in difficulties in preserving relative relations. Hence, it is necessary to conduct a quantitative analysis to determine whether there are differences in the preservation of relative relations between manually generated schematic maps with and without noticeable distortions. Furthermore, this analysis helps check whether there is equal importance or priority for the preservation of different relative relations in the case of non-preservation.

In the current automated schematization of network maps, mixed-integer linear programming (often called MIP) is used as an appropriate mathematical model for optimizing schematic maps [9,11,34]. To acquire the optimal solutions of MIP models, exact algorithms (e.g., branch and bound algorithms and cutting plane algorithms) are widely used. However, the time required to acquire optimal solutions of the MIP by such an algorithm is affected by the number of constraints; that is, more constraints increase the model size, which slows down the solution time [9]. Furthermore, in current methods, the constraints for the preservation of relative relations are developed by constructing the relations of each node/segment pair with all other nodes/segments in a network, resulting in many constraints. For example, for the London network containing 97 nodes, 9312 constraints must be constructed to preserve relative positions. As the global and local preservations of relative relations are considered at different levels separately, i.e., for the layout of the whole map and for adjacent or connecting vertices and lines [5,22,28], a qualitative analysis using the different preservation ratios estimated in this study was conducted to better understand how the relative relations were preserved in these manually generated products.

Based on the above considerations, the rest of this article is organized as follows: in Section 3, the preservation ratios of relative relations in official schematic maps are estimated, and an analysis of the preservation situations is conducted; Section 4 conducts a comparative analysis to examine the preservation differences for official schematic maps with and without significant enlargement of dense regions; and Section 5 analyzes possible designs for preserving the relative relations in official schematic maps. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions of this study.

3. Results of Experiment 1: Estimating Preservation Ratios of Relative Relations in Official Schematic Maps

As verifying whether designers have subconsciously preserved these relations by visual inspection is difficult, this section presents a quantitative estimation of the preservation ratios for the manually generated schematic maps commonly used in practice. We estimated six combinations of local and global preservation, as described in Section 2.2.

3.1. Measures for Estimating the Preservation Ratios of Relative Relations
According to the definition of relative position in Section 2, for two nodes \( v_i(x_i, y_i) \) and \( v_j(x_j, y_j) \) in a network, their relative position can be formulated as follows:

\[
\text{zone}(i, j) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } x_i \leq x_j \text{ and } y_i \leq y_j \\
2, & \text{if } x_i \geq x_j \text{ and } y_i \leq y_j \\
3, & \text{if } x_i \geq x_j \text{ and } y_i \geq y_j \\
4, & \text{if } x_i \leq x_j \text{ and } y_i \geq y_j 
\end{cases} 
\]  

(1)

If the relative positions of the two nodes are maintained during schematization, then the original \( \text{zone} \) value should be equal to that of the \( \text{zone} \) after schematization. For \( v_i(x_i, y_i) \), preservation of the relative position \( RP(i, j) \) can be written as follows:

\[
RP(i, j) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } \text{zone}_{\text{original}}(i, j) = \text{zone}_{\text{schematized}}(i, j) \\
0, & \text{if } \text{zone}_{\text{original}}(i, j) \neq \text{zone}_{\text{schematized}}(i, j) 
\end{cases} 
\]  

(2)

The preservation ratios of the relative positions were calculated using Equation (3):

\[
RPG = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1, j \neq i}^{n} RP(i, j)}{n \cdot (n-1)} \times 100\% 
\]  

(3)

where \( n \) was the total number of network nodes in a given region.

According to the definition of preserving the relative length given in Section 2, if segment \( l_i \) has a longer or shorter length than segment \( l_j \) in the original map, the length of segment \( l_i \) should not become shorter or longer than segment \( l_j \) in the schematized map, indicating that the relative length was preserved. Here, the preservation ratio of the relative length was estimated according to the preservation and non-preservation between segments. Therefore, the preservation situation \( \lambda(i, j) \) can be expressed as follows:

\[
\lambda(i, j) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } RL(i, j) = 1, 3 \\
0, & \text{if } RL(i, j) = 2, 4 
\end{cases} 
\]  

(4)

where \( RL(i, j) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } l_{\text{original}}(i) \leq l_{\text{original}}(j) \text{ and } l_{\text{schematized}}(i) \leq l_{\text{schematized}}(j) \\
2, & \text{if } l_{\text{original}}(i) \leq l_{\text{original}}(j) \text{ and } l_{\text{schematized}}(i) > l_{\text{schematized}}(j) \\
3, & \text{if } l_{\text{original}}(i) \geq l_{\text{original}}(j) \text{ and } l_{\text{schematized}}(i) \geq l_{\text{schematized}}(j) \\
4, & \text{if } l_{\text{original}}(i) \geq l_{\text{original}}(j) \text{ and } l_{\text{schematized}}(i) < l_{\text{schematized}}(j) 
\end{cases} 
\]

(5)

The preservation ratio of the relative length was calculated using Equation (5):

\[
RLg = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1, j \neq i}^{n} \lambda(i, j)}{n \cdot (n-1)} \times 100\% 
\]  

(5)

where \( n \) is the total number of network segments in a given region.
3.2. Preservation Ratios of 32 Official Maps: Over 78%

In this study, we conducted experiments using 32 official schematic maps from various cities, containing a total of 922 nodes and 1294 segments as our test data. All 32 original maps and their official version of schematic maps are shown in Appendix A. The selection of these maps was based on two main considerations. Firstly, we ensured that the chosen official schematic maps displayed different graph drawing styles, such as color coding, annotating, legend, etc. This was to avoid any potential biases resulting from maps produced by the same designer. Secondly, we selected maps with different network sizes and spatial distributions to enable a comparative analysis of the preservation of relative relations both with and without significant enlargement of dense regions, as seen in the London tube map. The calculation workflow for determining preservation ratios using the test data is shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. The workflow of the calculation of the preservation ratio using test maps.](image)

Table 1 lists the average preservation ratios and variances of the relative positions and lengths of the 32 test maps. The estimated results indicated that almost all preservation ratios were higher than 78%, and the average ratio was approximately 88% for relative
position and 83% for relative length. Specifically, in the manual production process, the relative relations were largely preserved by the designers.

Table 1. Preservation ratio means and variances of relative position and relative length for 32 test maps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Local</th>
<th>Half</th>
<th>Global</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative position</td>
<td>78.98%</td>
<td>87.40%</td>
<td>88.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative length</td>
<td>81.59%</td>
<td>83.66%</td>
<td>83.62%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6a,b show the estimated results of the local, half, and global preservation ratios of the relative positions of the nodes and relative lengths of the segments for the 32 official schematic maps, respectively. The vertical axis represents the preservation ratios in Figure 6a,b, the horizontal axis represents the city names and node numbers of the corresponding official schematic maps in Figure 6a, and the city names and segment numbers in Figure 6b. These results confirmed that designers had subconsciously considered preserving relative relations in the schematic process to a large degree, although the preservation degrees for different regions (local, half, global) may not be the same.

![Figure 6a](image_a.png)  
![Figure 6b](image_b.png)

Figure 6. Local, half, and global preservation ratios for 32 test schematic maps. (a) Node relative position preservation; and (b) segment relative length preservation.

3.3. Significant Difference between Global and Local Preservation Ratios

A one-tailed t-test was conducted to verify whether there were statistically significant differences between the means of these two groups of data (local vs. half and half vs. global), and the significance level $\alpha$ was 0.05. Table 2 presents the results of the one-tailed t-tests.
Table 2. Results of the t-test for the preservations of relative position and length between different regions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative</th>
<th>Hypothesis:</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>position</td>
<td>local vs. half</td>
<td>-9.36</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>As t &lt; -T, H1 is accepted</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>half vs. global</td>
<td>-2.00</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>As t &lt; -T, H1 is accepted</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>length</td>
<td>local vs. half</td>
<td>-3.34</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>As t &lt; -T, H1 is accepted</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>half vs. global</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>As t &lt; T, H0 is accepted</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The t-test results for the relative position indicated that local preservation was significantly less than half preservation, and half preservation was slightly significantly less than global preservation. Regarding the preservation of relative length, local preservation was significantly less than half preservation, whereas there was no significant difference between half and global preservation. According to the t-test results, the global preservation ratios of the two relative relations were significantly larger than those of local preservation. This may imply that the global preservation of relative relations should be considered in designing these manually generated products. The reason may be that good global preservation can be helpful to better maintain the overall similarity of geometric shapes to the original networks to reduce the recognition difficulty due to network shape simplification in schematization, which is important for map usability for deformed representations of maps [43].

4. Results of Experiment 2: A Comparative Analysis for Preserving Relative Relations with and without Significant Enlargement of Dense Regions

4.1. One-Tailed t-Tests to Reveal Significant Differences in Local and Global Preservation

By comparing the 32 official schematic maps with their original maps through visual inspection, the test maps were divided into two groups: Group A contained 15 maps with apparent local enlargement of dense regions, and Group B contained 17 maps without apparent map distortion. The average preservation ratios and variances are presented in Table 3. In addition, the local, half, and global preservation ratios of relative relations are shown in Figure 7a,b for Group A and in Figure 7c,d for Group B. One-tailed t-tests were conducted to verify whether there were statistically significant differences between the means of these two-group data (local vs. half, half vs. global) for the two groups and the significance level $\alpha$ was 0.05. Table 4 presents the results of the one-tailed t-tests.
Figure 7. The preservation ratios of relative relations for Groups A and B. (a) Relative position preservation of Group A, (b) relative length preservation of Group A, (c) relative position preservation of Group B, and (d) relative length preservation of Group B.

Table 3. Preservation ratio means and variances of relative position and relative length for Groups A and B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Relative position</th>
<th></th>
<th>Relative length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Local (Ratio/Variance)</td>
<td>Half (Ratio/Variance)</td>
<td>Global (Ratio/Variance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>79.21%/0.06</td>
<td>87.40%/0.01</td>
<td>88.02%/0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>78.30%/0.08</td>
<td>87.41%/0.02</td>
<td>89.29%/0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>80.10%/0.03</td>
<td>82.87%/0.01</td>
<td>82.78%/0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>87.23%/0.03</td>
<td>86.66%/0.02</td>
<td>86.81%/0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comparing the average preservation ratios of Groups A and B in Table 3, the preservation ratios of the local, half, and global regions for relative positions were almost the same. In contrast, Group A had lower preservation ratios for relative length than Group B. According to the results of the t-tests shown in Table 4, the local preservation of relative positions for Groups A and B was significantly less than half and global preservation, whereas for relative length, there was a significant difference for local and global preservation for Group A, but no significant difference for Group B.

### 4.2. One-Tailed t-Tests to Reveal Significant Differences between Groups A and B

A one-tailed t-test was conducted to verify whether there were statistically significant differences between these means of Groups A and B, and the significance level α was 0.05. Table 5 presents the results of the one-tailed t-tests.

### Table 4. Results of the t-tests for the preservations of relative position and length between different regions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Relative Position</th>
<th>Hypothesis:</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A vs. B</td>
<td>local vs. half</td>
<td>H0: ( \mu_1 = \mu_2 )</td>
<td>-8.30</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>As ( t &lt; -T ), H1 is accepted</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>half vs. global</td>
<td>H1: ( \mu_1 &lt; \mu_2 )</td>
<td>-1.22</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>As ( t &gt; -T ), H0 is accepted</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>local vs. half</td>
<td>H0: ( \mu_1 = \mu_2 )</td>
<td>-3.98</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>As ( t &lt; -T ), H1 is accepted</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>half vs. global</td>
<td>H1: ( \mu_1 &gt; \mu_2 )</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>As ( t &lt; T ), H0 is accepted</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>local vs. half</td>
<td>H0: ( \mu_1 = \mu_2 )</td>
<td>-4.45</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>As ( t &lt; -T ), H1 is accepted</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>half vs. global</td>
<td>H1: ( \mu_1 &lt; \mu_2 )</td>
<td>-1.73</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>As ( t &lt; -T ), H1 is accepted</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>local vs. half</td>
<td>H0: ( \mu_1 = \mu_2 )</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>As ( t &lt; T ), H0 is accepted</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>half vs. global</td>
<td>H1: ( \mu_1 &lt; \mu_2 )</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>As ( t &gt; -T ), H0 is accepted</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the t-test results shown in Table 5, there was no significant difference between the two groups for the preservation of relative position in local and half regions, and global preservation of Group A was slightly significantly less than Group B. In contrast, for the preservation of relative length, Group A was significantly less than Group B. Based on the t-test results in Tables 4 and 5, we might infer from this that the preservation of relative positions takes priority over the preservation of relative length in the designs of manually generated products. This hierarchy preservation may be because it is difficult to preserve all relative relations at high degrees when adopting an apparent relative enlargement of dense areas to other map areas in the designs of most maps in Group A. In fact, according to Barkowsky and Freksa [1], for the cognition of maps, relativity in distance is less important than relativity in position. Hence, it may be considered that the preservation of the relativity in position should be regarded as having a higher priority...
than the preservation of the relativity in length in the development of automatic schematization methods when it is necessary to achieve the balance between the preservation of relative relations and better map clarity, as in the design of the London tube map.

5. Discussion: Possible Designs for Preserving Relative Relations Using a Reference Object

5.1. Central Region Reference Objects for Preserving Relative Relations

As stated in Section 2, constructing relative relations among all nodes and segments in a manual design process is impossible. We suspect some reference objects were used to preserve relative relations to reduce the design difficulty. Figure 8a,b show an example of the London tube map, which shows the local and global preservation situations in relative relation to the London tube map. Larger nodes and thicker lines represent lower preservation ratios. In the design of the London tube map, the peripheral regions shrank toward the center region according to an analysis of map distortion [48]. By comparing Figure 8a,b, the global preservation ratios are lower than those of local preservation in the central dense region. This may be because the central dense region is regarded as a reference object for preserving the relative relations of nodes and segments in the peripheral regions. More specifically, after finishing the compression and schematization of peripheral regions, the relative relations in the center region are preserved in schematization, and the relation between the nodes and segments between the peripheral and central regions may be ignored. The same situations occur in most manually generated schematic maps containing many nodes with a highly non-uniform distribution.

![Figure 8. Possible reference region highlighted in red circle for the preservations of relative relations on the London tube map. (a) Global preservation of relative relations, (b) local preservation of relative relations.](image)

5.2. Major Axes as Reference Objects for Preserving Relative Relations

Some manually generated schematic maps follow a major-axis design. Because the relative relations of all the other nodes or segments are preserved regarding the major axis, the nodes and segments on the axis should have higher ratios for local and global preservation. Two examples are shown in Figure 9, where an ellipse is used to circle a possible major axis. Roberts and Rose [38] found that such a major-axis design can lead to a more efficient journey. Li [34] indicated that the preservation of the main structure of line networks should be a general principle in schematization and that a major road on a network is a typical main structure, which has been considered in some automated schematization methods [7,11,20]. Using a reference object can reduce the difficulty in preserving relative relations in manual map design without considering all the relations among nodes or segments. Furthermore, because schematization is a simplification process, preservation of the main structure used as a principle in map generalization [49] can also
be suitable for schematization to better maintain map recognition. For automated schematization, the use of a reference object may significantly reduce the number of constraints and enhance computational efficiency. For example, the boundary of a dense region is constructed by a regular polygon, and the preservation of relative relations for the nodes or segments in peripheral regions is achieved by constructing the constraints between them and the polygon instead of all nodes or segments in the dense region.

\[ \text{Figure 9. Possible major-axis (highlighted in red circle) designs for the preservation situations of relative relations. (a) Local preservation of relative relations on the Washington tube map, (b) global preservation of relative relations on the Washington tube map, (c) local preservation of relative relations on the Ningbo tube map, and (d) global preservation of relative relations on the Ningbo tube map.} \]

In public transportation maps, the map distances between two connecting stations or bus stops are often depicted as almost the same length, whereas the actual distances are different. If a short path contains more bus stops or stations than a longer path from an origin to a destination, the short path has a longer map distance, which may mislead users [50]. For road maps, although planning the fastest route is affected by many criteria [51], the relative map distances of routes are crucial for path choice [27,33]. Therefore, a possible design is that the path from start to destination should be considered as a reference line (or axis) to preserve better relative relations during map schematization.
6. Conclusions

In the design of schematic maps, the preservation of relative relations has been recognized as playing an important role in minimizing misunderstandings in map cognition due to the simplification of shapes leading to topographical distortion. Li [34] revealed that it is very desirable to keep relativities in position and length intact unless there is an absolute need to violate them and termed these the “principle of relativity in position” and “principle of relativity in length.” To achieve more practical and specific design rules for general principles, this study conducted experimental investigations into the preservation of relative relations in existing schematic maps, which may be beneficial for developing or optimizing design rules for the automated schematization of network maps. First, the preservation ratios of the relative relations in these manually generated products were estimated, and an analysis of the distribution characteristics of preservation was performed. Second, a comparative analysis of the differences in preservation conditions for the two types of schematic maps— with and without apparent map distortions—was carried out. Third, we analyzed the use of reference objects to preserve relative relations.

According to the experimental results and analysis, the findings of this study are as follows:

(1) Relative relations were well-preserved in manually designed products, with preservation ratios exceeding 80% in almost all cases, except for the local preservation ratio of relative position, which was approximately 79%.

(2) Global preservation ratios for different relative relations were significantly higher than local preservation ratios in manual designs. Notably, when facing larger distortions in map design, such as the enlarging of the central dense region in the London tube map, the preservation ratios of relative positions exceeded those of relative lengths in the manual designs.

(3) The qualitative analysis comparing preservation ratios led to the observation that designers may adopt the use of a reference object, like the central dense region in the London tube map or a major axis in the Washington tube map, to preserve relative relations in existing official schematic maps.

This study contributes to the design of schematic network maps by empirically exploring methods to preserve relative relationships. Based on these findings, some guidance for the design of schematic maps can be derived:

(1) Based on the third finding, a design rule can be formed: relative positions have a higher preservation priority than relative lengths.

(2) Considering preservation methods used in existing official schematic maps, the use of reference axes or lines may serve as characteristics for the main structure of a network [34].

One limitation of this study is that only the preservation of relative relations among nodes and segments in a network is considered. Hence, in future work, it is important to consider incorporating other map features and information into network maps. For instance, this could involve accounting for the relative relations among stations on metro maps, identifying landmarks and points of interest within a city, and considering traffic time. In addition, the formation of an effective and feasible reference object or main structure to preserve the relative relations requires further study. To advance our understanding, it is crucial to conduct a comprehensive analysis of how preserving relative relations influences human cognition and various map applications and tasks, such as navigation, tourism, city planning, and 3D scene reconstruction [52]. This will enable the development of design rules for automated schematization methods that yield schematic maps which are cognitively adequate, satisfying, and practical in nature.
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**Appendix A**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original Map and the Official Version of its Schematic Map</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Beijing Original Map](<a href="https://pic1.zhimg.com/80/v2-8aed32241c8d24155094ad00ed8ea1d8_720w.webp">https://pic1.zhimg.com/80/v2-8aed32241c8d24155094ad00ed8ea1d8_720w.webp</a>, accessed on 14 April 2023)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Changchun Original Map](<a href="https://pic2.zhimg.com/80/v2-137168f9aed0a2606996d6092f8583ed_720w.webp">https://pic2.zhimg.com/80/v2-137168f9aed0a2606996d6092f8583ed_720w.webp</a>, accessed on 14 April 2023)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tianjin

Original Map (https://pic1.zhimg.com/80/v2-e63a6dadad8306ea5bf6da5a0543fe67c_720w.webp, accessed on 14 April 2023)


Vienna

Original Map
(https://img.oumengke.com/attachments/month_2_1910/191011330ee29f29a2cde483a.jpg, accessed on 14 April 2023)

Official Schematic Map (https://youimg1.ctrip.com/target/100m0y00000m2app5C76.png, accessed on 14 April 2023)

Washington

Original Map
(https://11.hdslb.com/bfs/archive/1e501e0b54342680baaa862c1959b17fbcbe86b0.jpg, accessed on 14 April 2023)

Zhengzhou

Original Map


Official Schematic Map
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